
AST 510 – Exoplanet Science
Problem Set #1

Keeping in Touch: Part of being a professional astronomer and/or planetary scientists
involves keeping up-to-date with recent results in your sub-field. Probably the three most
important resources for keeping up-to-date with new and major findings are weekly Nature
and Science content alert emails and daily digests from astro-ph. Let’s get signed up for
these important resources.

• Visit www.nature.com/register and create an account with Nature. Under “My ac-
count”, scroll to E-alerts and sign up for updates from Nature, Nature Geoscience, and
Nature Astronomy.

• Visit www.sciencemag.org/subscribe/get-our-newsletters and enroll for Science Table
of Contents announcements. (Feel free to uncheck all other boxes to avoid spam.)

• The astro-ph, which is managed by arxiv.org, provides daily digests of author-submitted
manuscripts within various sub-fields of astronomy. These sub-fields are: Astrophysics
of Galaxies (GA), Cosmology and Nongalactic Astrophysics (CO), Earth and Planetary
Astrophysics (EP), High Energy Astrophysical Phenomena (HE), Instrumentation and
Methods for Astrophysics (IM), and Solar and Stellar Astrophysics. At a minimum,
subscribe to Earth and Planetary Astrophysics by sending an email:

To : phys ics@arx iv . org
Subject : s ub s c r i b e Firstname Lastname
add Earth and Planetary Ast rophys i c s

Take screen-captures of either your completed subscription forms or confirmation emails.

Writing in Astronomy: Most research publications in astronomy and planetary science
are typeset using LaTeX. This document preparation system is especially well-suited to
typesetting equations. Thus, LaTeX will be especially useful for preparing write-ups for this
course. Thanks to various online resources, learning to write in LaTeX is nowhere near as
di�cult as it used to be. So, let’s do yourself a favor and get you on the bandwagon.

• Visit overleaf.com and register for a free Overleaf account.

• Once registered, under the “Projects” tab, click “New Project” and “Academic Jour-
nal”. Search for “AAS” and select the template “for submissions to AAS Journals.”
Click “Open As Template.”
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• Change the authors in the template to create a solo-author manuscript in your name.
Also make yourself the corresponding author and include your email address.

• Delete the current abstract, and replace with “This is a placeholder abstract.”

• Following the first paragraph of the template’s introduction, typeset:

E = mc2 (1)

Download the Overleaf-compiled PDF, and set aside the first page of this.

Course Notes: Now that you have your Overleaf account, visit the Overleaf site for AST510
course notes. If the PDF is not immediately viewable, select the .tex file from the folder on
the left and click ”Recompile” at the middle-top of the page.

Exploring Exoplanet Discovery Data: The website exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu
provides access to a wealth of data on previously-discovered exoplanets. Let’s explore this
resource.

• After visiting the website above, record the number of confirmed exoplanets to date.

• Click on “View more Planet and Candidate statistics.” What are the top four most
productive techniques for discovering exoplanets?

• Click on “Tools” and “Confirmed Planet Plotting Tool.” Plot planet mass versus
distance. Save this plot. What is the mass (in Earth masses) of the nearest confirmed
exoplanet to Earth?

• Plot planet density versus planet radius. Save this plot. How do the densities of the
most and least dense exoplanets discovered to date compare to the densities of Earth
and Jupiter?

To Turn In: Compile your screen captures, first page of your AAS template LaTeX docu-
ment, and your figures and responses using the Exoplanet Archive into a single document.
Name this document lastname firstname ps1.pdf, and upload to this Dropbox file request
site.

https://v2.overleaf.com/read/jcvczrxwsrpc
https://v2.overleaf.com/read/jcvczrxwsrpc
https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu
https://www.dropbox.com/request/NJgz60r6M9uudMykw4Ez
https://www.dropbox.com/request/NJgz60r6M9uudMykw4Ez


AST 510 – Exoplanet Science
Problem Set #2

Guess and Check: In class we discussed the “guess and check” approach, where a small

number of forward model input parameters are selected, and these models are then compared

to a dataset. In this assignment, we will use the same dataset of position versus time adopted

in class (see “position.dat” in this directory), and we will use a single-parameter forward

model of the form,

z(t) =
1

2
gt2, (1)

where z is position, t is time, and g is gravitational acceleration (which is the parameter we

aim to constrain).

• Read in the dataset of time, position, and positional error. (Hint: Consider the

ascii.read routine within astropy.io.)

• Define a grid of gravities to “guess and check.” Use the surface gravities of Mars,

Earth, Jupiter, and also use 15 m s
�2
.

• For each gravity in your grid, compute position versus time. Use this to compute �2

and �2
⌫ for each gravity. Record these.

• Plot the positional dataset with your four forward models overlayed. (Hint: Consider

the errorbar routine within matplotlib.pyplot.)

Save the computed �2
⌫ value for each gravity as well as your plot.

One-Dimensional Millions of Models: An improvement on the “guess and check” tech-

nique is the “millions of models” approach. Using the same dataset as above, we will explore

how the “millions of models” approach can enable statistical constraints on model parame-

ters.

• Read in the dataset of time, position, and positional error. (Hint: Consider the

ascii.read routine within astropy.io.)

• Generate a 10
4
-element grid of surface gravities evenly spaced between 0 and 50 m s

�2
.

(Hint: Look to the arange routine within the numpy package.)

• For each gravity in your grid, compute the corresponding �2
(given the read-in dataset).
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• Plot �2
versus g.

• Evaluate the likelihood function for each �2
in your grid.

• Generate a normalized PDF from your likelihood-derived PDF. (Hint: Look to the

trapz routine within the numpy package.)

• Plot your normalized PDF versus g.

• From your normalized PDF, generate a cumulative distribution function (CDF).

• Plot your CDF versus g.

• From your CDF, determine the value of g where the CDF equals 0.159 and where

the CDF equals 0.841. (These set the 1� uncertainties for a Gaussian, as 68% of the

distribution lies between 16% and 84%.) Also determine the value of g where the CDF

equals 0.5 (the mean, or 50th percentile). Record your best-fit gravity and the ±1�
uncertainties.

To Turn In: Assemble all of the following into a single PDF labeled lastname firstname ps2.pdf.

For the “guess and check” section, include your plot of positional data with overlayed models.

Also include your computed reduced chi-squared values and a discussion of what we infer

from these values. From the “millions of models” section, include your plots of �2
versus g,

normalized PDF versus g, and CDF versus g. State your 16-, 50-, and 84-percentile values.

Also save your source code as lastname firstname ps2.py. Upload your PDF and source code

to this Dropbox file request site.

https://www.dropbox.com/request/frBYKbn1BKGHoe9dMRsh


AST 510 – Exoplanet Science
Problem Set #3

Two-Dimensional Millions of Models: In Problem Set #2 we explored a one-dimensional

chi-squared distribution generated using the “Millions of Models” approach. We will now

extend this to a two-parameter model. Using the same dataset of position versus time

adopted in class (and in Problem Set #2), we will explore fits using a planetary mass- and

radius-dependent forward model of the form,

z(t) =
1

2

GM

R2
t2, (1)

where z is position, t is time, G is the universal gravitational constant, and M and R are

the planetary mass and radius parameters we hope to constrain. As in the course notes, we

will assume that we have a Gaussian prior on the planetary mass (1.1± 0.1ME), so that it

is appropriate to use Bayes theorem for this analysis.

• Read in the dataset of time, position, and positional error. (Hint: Consider the

ascii.read routine within astropy.io.)

• Generate grids of planetary mass and radius to explore. Each grid should have 500

elements and be linearly spaced. For mass span 0.4 to 1.9 Earth mass, and for radius

span 0.4 to 1.3 Earth radii. (Hint: Consider the linspace routine within the numpy
package.)

• For all permutations of mass and radius in your grid, compute the posterior probability

by combining the likelihood function with the mass prior via Bayes theorem. (Hint:

Given values for M and R, compute the gravitational acceleration and evaluate the

likelihood as in Problem Set #2.)

• Plot a two-dimensional contour diagram of the posterior distribution. Normalizing this

to the peak value of the distribution makes for a cleaner figure. (Hint: Consider the

contour routine from the matplotlib.pyplot package.)

• Compute marginal distributions for mass and radius by integrating over radius and

mass, respectively. Plot these one-dimensional marginal distributions. (Hint: Consider

the trapz routine within the numpy package.)

• Transform the marginal distributions in cumulative distributions and derive mass and

radius values at the 16-, 50-, and 84-percentiles.
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Save your two-dimensional posterior probability diagram, your one-dimensional marginal

probability plots for mass and radius, and your 16-, 50-, and 84-percentile values for mass

and radius.

Homebrewed MCMC: In class we discussed how to implement a Markov Chain Monte

Carlo and what the utilities of such tools are. Let’s get our hands dirty and code up a quick

MCMC model. Here, we will explore using MCMC to analyze the same dataset as in the

previous question.

• Define functions that compute the posterior probability (from Bayes theorem), the

prior probability, and the likelihood function given any values for M and R as well as

the positional dataset (zi and �zi at ti) and the fixed parameters for the mass prior

(M0 and �M0).

• Set the number of walkers (200), number of steps (5,000), and number of burn-in steps

(500).

• Read in the dataset of time, position, and positional error. (Hint: Consider the

ascii.read routine within astropy.io.)

• Initialize a variable to store the MCMC chain. This will have size number of walkers

by number of steps by number of free parameters (i.e., two, as we are fitting for mass

and radius).

• Set up a pair of for loops, one nested inside the other. (Note that loops are very

ine�cient in Python, so this setup is only for instructional purposes.) The outer loop

is over the number of walkers, and the inner loop is over the number of steps each

walker takes.

• For each walker prior to it taking steps, randomly initialize its mass and radius location.

For mass, randomly sample a uniform distribution between 0.9–1.3 Earth masses, and

for radius randomly sample a uniform distribution between 0.7–1.0 Earth radii. We are

cheating a bit here by initializing the walkers near the known answer, but this helps

with model convergence and runtimes. (Hint: Consider the random.uniform routine

within numpy.)

• For each walker step, randomly select a proposed/new mass and radius values. Sample

these from a Gaussian that is centered at the current mass or radius value and that

has width of 0.1 Earth masses or radii. Evaluate the probability of this proposed state,

and compute the acceptance ratio (↵) by dividing the probability of the proposed state

by the probability of the current state. Randomly draw a number between 0 and 1

and move to the proposed state if this random number is smaller than or equal to the
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acceptance ratio. At the end of every walker’s step, make sure to save its position inside

your chain variable. (Hint: Consider the norm.rvs() routine within scipy.stats.)

• After executing this nested loop, remove the burn-in from your chain and “flatten” the

chain (i.e., collapse the walkers dimension). (Hint: Consider the reshape command.)

• Given the chain, use histograms to visualize the posterior distribution and the marginal

distributions for mass and radius. Plot the two-dimensional posterior distribution

(hint: try the hist2d routine inside the matplotlib package) and the one-dimensional

marginal distributions for mass and radius (hint: try the hist routine inside the

matplotlib package). Save these figures.

• From the marginal distributions, derive the 16-, 50-, and 84-percentile values for mass

and radius. (Hint: The hist routine returns the histogram bin edges and counts, which

can be re-normalized into a cumulative distribution function.) Record these values.

Save your posterior probability plot, your two marginal probability plots, and record your

16-, 50-, and 84-percentile values for mass and radius.

To Turn In: Assemble all of the following into a single PDF and label this according to last-

name firstname ps3.pdf. For the “millions of models” section, include your two-dimensional

posterior probability diagram, your one-dimensional marginal probability plots for both mass

and radius, and your 16-, 50-, and 84-percentile values for mass and radius (given in the

standard form of 50th
84th�50th
50th�16th. Provide a brief discussion of what you infer/learn from the

two-dimensional posterior and marginal probability figures. For the MCMC section, include

your two-dimensional posterior probability plot and the plots of the marginal distributions

for mass and radius. Quote your 16-, 50-, and 84-percentile values in the standard form.

Finally, discuss and justify any apparent di↵erences in the distributions and fit values for

the “millions of models” approach versus the MCMC approach. Save your source code as

lastname firstname ps3.py. Upload your PDF and source code to this Dropbox file request

site.

https://www.dropbox.com/request/c4hNwlp0HPGcBiAH47HK
https://www.dropbox.com/request/c4hNwlp0HPGcBiAH47HK


AST 510 – Exoplanet Science
Problem Set #4

Grab the Mic: Projects throughout this course will focus on multi-parameter model fits
to datasets. Rather than relying on our own (un-validated, and likely ine�cient) MCMC
tool, we will adopt a widely-used MCMC software package: emcee. Here we will work
through an example application of emcee, which is identical to the demonstration in the
course notes. We will use the same dataset as earlier problem sets with z, t, and �z, and the
same two-parameter forward model with,

z(t) =
1

2

GM

R2
t2, (1)

where z is position, t is time, G is the universal gravitational constant, and M and R are the
planetary mass and radius parameters we hope to constrain. As in Problem Set #3 (and is
in the course notes), we assume a Gaussian prior on the planetary mass of 1.1± 0.1ME.

• Define a log-likelihood function, lnlike, that takes as inputs a two-element vector, x,
as well as t, z, and �z (the two elements in x are how emcee will pass mass and radius
values to functions), and computes the log-likelihood. Recall that, in class, we showed
that the log-likelihood is simply proportional to �1

2�
2.

• Define a log-prior function, lnprior, that takes x as input. Our prior constraints are
the Gaussian constraint on planetary mass and that mass and radius must both be
greater than zero. Thus, the log-prior function should return the log of the mass prior
Gaussian when mass and radius are greater than zero, and should return negative
infinity otherwise. (Hint: Use numpy.inf for infinity.)

• Define a log-probability function, lnprob, that implements Bayes theorem. The inputs
are the same as your log-likelihood function. If the log-prior is negative infinity (try
numpy.isfinite), then the log-probability is also negative infinity. Otherwise the
log-probability, by Bayes theorem, is the sum of the log-likelihood and the log-prior.

• Read in the dataset of time, position, and positional error, which will all be provided
to emcee. (Hint: Consider the ascii.read routine within astropy.io.)

• Define the number of dimensions for your fit (ndim = 2) and the number of walkers,
nwalkers, which we will take to be 200.
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• Initialize the positions of your walkers as a narrow cloud around 1ME and 1RE with:
x0 = [1.0,1.0]
pos = [x0 + 1e-4*np.random.randn(ndim) for i in range(nwalkers)]

• Define the number of steps in the Markov chains, nstep, which we will take to be 500.

• Initialize the sampler with:
sampler = emcee.EnsembleSampler(nwalkers,ndim,lnprob,args=(t,z,sigma z))
where we are passing the number of walkers, the number of dimensions, the name of
the log-probability function, and the format/names of our dataset.

• Run emcee with:
sampler.run mcmc(pos, nstep).

• Generate a corner plot from your samples with:
fig = corner.corner(samples,quantiles=[0.16,0.5,0.84],show titles=True,

color=‘xkcd:olive’,labels=[‘‘$M$ ($M \mathrmE$)’’,

‘‘$R$ ($R \mathrmE$)’’])

Save your corner plot.

To Turn In: Assemble all of the following into a single PDF and label this according to
lastname firstname ps4.pdf. Include your corner plot and a discussion of: (1) the two-
dimensional PDF (i.e., lower-left corner) and (2) the marginal distributions for M and R.
Also save your source code as lastname firstname ps4.py. Upload your PDF and source code
to this Dropbox file request site.

https://www.dropbox.com/request/uXFenPAHWWpiDYSJsBuz

